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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
From the modem business world to the battle field man is exposed to a haze of
radio waves. The communication revolution makes it possible for every person to carry
of RF device and has made virtually all communication wireless. The steady growth of
integration technology has resulted in improvement of more compact and powerful RF
devices. The military also relies heavily on RF equipment for communication and
surveillance. This has led to the need to measure ambient RF power levels including the
monitoring of human exposure to RF radiation from the flight deck of a carrier to a radio
officer or a soldier on the ground. The dosimeter finds a wide range of applications from;
1) the study of the effects of long term exposure of human subjects at various frequencies
of RF spectrum with varying power levels; 2) as a detector to sense enemy surveillance
and 3) as a health monitor to warn presence of dangerous levels of RF fields. The recent
advancement in semiconductor technology and MEMS research has fueled this project to
develop a single chip solution for RF sensing and power measurement.
The long-term goal of the dosimeter project funded by SPAWAR (Space and
Naval warfare Systems Center) in a joined effort with Titan Corporation Inc, San Diego,
is to develop a hand-held RF dosimeter based on a single chip for RF sensor and
processor.
1.1 Objective
The first objective of this thesis, apart from discussing the scope of RF dosimetry
and various antennae, is to present the design and development of a dosimeter prototype
that forms a platform for demonstration and development of the integrated version. The
second objective of this thesis is to document the effort to develop an. integrated
temperature sensor and RF power detector based on a single PN junction.
The study begins with a review on RF dosimetry and the various applications.
This covers the range of frequencies of interest and power levels and the specific
application. A brief study of various sensors and antennae is also presented. The
dosimeter prototype consists of a daughter board and motherboard. The daughter board
houses various antennae. The motherboard consists of analog amplifiers and an 8-bit
processor with ADC. The body of thesis explains the hardware, software and features of
the prototype.
The PN junction based temperature sensor incorporates a technique to achieve
linearity by a method of switched currents to eliminate the effects of reverse saturation
current [20]. The sensor has been successfully fabricated on a commercial 1.2-micron
process and the results are documented. This sensor finds use in substrate temperature
measurements and also as a transducer to measure temperature-independent RF power.
1.2 Organization
Chapter 1 introduces the background and the purpose for this study.
2.
Chapter 2 discusses the scope of the device in terms of possible applications, RF
spectrum and power levels of interest, various antennas and possible signal levels
anticipated from these sensors. A block level organization of the dosimeter and functions
ofvarious sections are presented.
Chapters 3 discuss in detail the circuit and interface for the sensor with the
controller through the amplifier and presents the details of the motherboard design. The
assembly level software is also documented with flow charts of each function and
subroutine. The layout issues of the PCB are also presented.
Chapter 4 presents the design and results of the integrated temperature sensor.
The theory of operation, design and layout is discussed. Issues related to error from self-
heating are discussed and analyzed. Finally the results from a fabrication run are
presented.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results of this study, conclusions, and proposes some
improvements.
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CHAPTER 2
DOSIMETER OVERVIEW
An RF Dosimeter finds application where RF radiation exposure needs to be
detected and/or recorded. The main functions of a dosimeter are to record strength of the
field, frequency of exposure, exposure profile (field strength versus time plot) and alert
the user with audio-visual alarms. This chapter describes some dosimeter applications
and concludes with the specifications required for RF dosimeter.
2.1 Effects ofRF Energy on biological matter.
Effects of human exposure to RF radiation became a concern with the extensive
use of radars on ships during the post world-war II years. Research has been conducted to
study human absorption of RF radiation [12][13]. No scientific study has proven a link
between common RF radiation and any human body disorder like cancer; however,
extreme power levels of RF radiations are linked with biological tissue heating, which
primarily results in cataracts of the eyes. Effects of RF radiation on biological cells and
DNA are not fully understood to date. Recent popularity of cell phones has raised
concerns about links of cell phone usage with cancer [14], again to date, no research has
proven any link. Studies have been conducted to determine human tissue heating due
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close proximity of cell phones and possible links to any medical disorders [32]. The
human body shows maximum absorption to frequencies in the range 30 to 300 MHz [21].
Water, fat and certain hydrocarbon molecules in biological tissues absorb RF energy. The
absorption results in heating up of the matter. This can result in permanent or reversible
changes to the tissues. The extend of heating and damage depends on the intensity of RF
energy, time of exposure and frequency of radiation (absorption varies across the
spectrum). The FCC has adopted exposure guidelines to limit human exposure to RF
energy based on the absorption spectrum of biological tissues [13]. The guidelines are
based on the intensity and frequency (see Figure 2.1)
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2.2 Dosimeter for Defense Application
As mentioned in the previous chapter, RF Dosimeter finds immense application in
the military. For example an aircraft carrier deck has several RF sources including
powerful communication antenna network, radar antennae (high power microwave
transmitters on board both ship and aircraft), internal communication radios for deck
personnel and the pilot and yet-to-be-developed wireless communication. Figure 2.2
shows typical power levels of various bands in the RF spectrum (21).
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Figure 2.2 Power distribution ofRF spectrum
From figure 2.2, it can be seen that maximum power levels are emitted from
Radar antennae. Most defense sites, if not all, have radars installed (War-ships, Fighter
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aircraft:s, battle field, tanks etc). This makes a low cost dosimeter an essential safety
device for all military personnel.
Apart from the dosimeter application, RF sensors have applications as detectors.
RF fields need to be detected to make troupe aware of presence of enemy surveillance
and detect radio jammers. Miniature detectors allow soldiers, ships and fighter crafts to
know when enemy radars patch or jam them. Other applications are to sense RF leakage
from damaged communication devices or cable joints and for setting up antenna
directivity. Modification or replacement of the sensor enables detection of other types of
radiation (for example, ionizing radiation from a reactor). RF sensors also fmd
application to detect timed explosives that have clocked electronics. This finds potential
application in civil aviation and for the prevention of terrorism. All clocked electronic
devices emit short range RF radiation. A portable RF detector has the potential to locate
hidden timed explosives.
2.3 Dosimeter requirements
The capabilities or requirements of the dosimeter can be broadly classified as
functional capabilities in tenns of; RF detection, storage capacity to record and log
exposure data for transfer to host a computer, audio-visual warnings and built-in
diagnostics.
The RF specification required for the proposed dosimeter is shown in figure 2.1
and 2.2. The functional capability of the dosimeter includes band limited RF power
measurement in the frequency range of 3MHz to 45 GHz with a sensitivity ofO.2mW/ sq.
7
cm to 2W/sq. cm. Other features of the dosimeter are to compute average incident power,
exposure profile and user warnings and alarms. The next section discusses a block level
approach to the design of a dosimeter to meet these specifications.
2.4 System Level of Dosimeter
The front end of the dosimeter is the RF sensor used to detect the power level of
incident radiation across the entire spectrum of interest. As mentioned earlier, the
working spectrum of the dosimeter ranges from 3MHz to 45MHz. This requires several
types of sensor antennae since one antenna cannot sense the entire spectrum of interest.
The various types of sensors and their frequency response are detailed in the next section.
Figure 2.3 shows the system level blocks of the dosimeter. The sensor returns voltages
proportional to the RF power [21]. A multistage variable-gain amplifier with anti aliasing
filter amplifies the signal. The ADC digitizes the amplified signal.
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• Vibrator
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Figure 2.3 Block level of RF Dosimeter.
The CPU processes the digital data to compute average RF power, peak levels and
exposure data. Various warning and alanns are triggered at programmed levels. On board
memory is required to store the power level data for the recorded exposure profile and
averages. The averaging time constants required take on values from lOOmS to 1 minute
[21]. The sampling rate and profile time sets the memory capacity for exposure profile.
The required modes of sampling are a daily profile mode with a sample rate of one per
second and weekly/monthly profile with the sample rate of one per minute [21]. The CPU
also controls user-warning devices like liquid-crystal display and audio alarms. The next
chapter describes in detail the design of the hardware and software of the dosimeter
prototype and sensors.
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The CPU processes the digital data to compute average RF power, peak levels and
exposure data. Various warning and alarnls are triggered at programmed levels. On board
memory is required to store the power level data for the recorded exposure profile and
averages. The averaging time constants required take on values from lOOmS to 1 minute
[21]. The sampling rate and profile time sets the memory capacity for exposure profile.
The required modes of sampling are a daily profile mode with a sample rate of one per
second and weekly/monthly profile with the sample rate of one per In inute [21]. The CPU
also controls user-warning devices like liquid-crystal display and audio alarms. The next
chapter describes in detail the design of the hardware and software of the dosimeter
prototype and sensors.
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CHAPTER 3
PROTOTYPE OF DOSIMETER - HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
This chapter explains details of the design for prototype dosimeter. The prototype
"Hand Held Power Meter" (HHPM), with embedded software, is version 1.1. This
chapter begins with a review of the daughter board and various sensors. This defines the
requirements for the amplifier on the motherboard and the rest of the hardware. Finally,
the user interface is explained with flow chart of screen displays and device operation.
The chapter concludes with the explanation of internal algorithm and embedded firmware
implementation.
3.1 Prototype Overview
The HHPM prototype board is a fully programmable piece of hardware, which
can support multiple sensors on a daughter board. The main board is designed to provide
a standard interface that can accommodate multiple daughter boards with various types of
sensors with little or no change in the hardware or software.
10
3.2 Daughter board and RF sensors
.'
The daughter board carries one or more of the RF sensor(s). Several types of RF
transducers have been considered. The sensors are broadly classified into thermopile-
based detectors and active-element based detector, i.e., diode based RF detector.
Daughter boards are dependent on the main board for power and control signals.
Following sections briefly reviews various sensors.
3.2.1 Thermopile based RF detectors
This classification of detectors consists of antennae elements to pick the RF. The
energy from the antenna is dissipated on a resistor, which forms a matched impedance
[18]. The rise in temperature of this resistor is measured using a thermo-couple bank,
which produces a voltage proportional to the difference in the temperature of 50 Ohm
resistor and the substrate (Seebeck effect) [21]. This voltage is a measure of RF power
collected by the antenna. Basic architecture of a thermopile sensor is shown in figure 3.1.
Antelma
Figure 3.1 Antenna and thennopile
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Since the RF spectrum of interest covers a wide range of frequencies (2MHz to' 45
GHz), several types of antennae have been proposed with changes in physical structure to
cover the entire spectrum with little overlap of bandwidth. Table 3.1 shows the frequency
bins of various types of antennae. A daughter board can house several of these and the
outputs are multiplexed for sampling under the control of the processor.
Type of Antenna Frequency Range
Flare Antenna (1) 20 GHz-IOO GHz
Bowtie Antenna (1) 8GHz-20GHz
Bowtie Antenna (2) 2 GHz-- 8 GHz
Flare Antenna (2) 0.5 GHz - 2 GHz
Spiral Antenna (Off Chip) 100 MHz - 0.5GHz
Loop Antenna (Off Chip) 2 MHz - 100 MHz
Table 3.1 Frequency responses ofvanous antennae
A sample layout of the thennopile coupled with the 50n block is shown in figure 3.2.
To Antenna
Figure 3.2 Layout of thermopile and 50n resistor
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VariOllS micro-machined antennae developed at the Berkeley sensor group [22] include
the bow-tie and flme stru.ctures shown in figure 3.3 and 3.4.
, .
1 •
• •
Figure 3.3 Layout ofBowtie antenna
~ , " . .
I~
+
Figure 3.4 Layout ofFlare antenna
3.2.2 Active sensors
The active sensors exploit the nonlinear voltage-current characteristics of
semiconductor devices, PN junctions or a MOSFET to rectify high frequency RF signals
to a DC signal and its hannonics [39]. When RF is applied to a PN junction, the nonlinear
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characteristics of the device, transforms the RF voltage waveform into a senes of
harmonics with a DC term. If the harmonics are filtered out using a suitable filter, the
amplitude of DC term is proportional to the strength of the incident RF. In addition to the
intrinsic filter formed by the device capacitance and its own impedance, an external low
pass filter is designed to remove higher order harmonics.
3.3 Hardware and interface
The primary function of the main board is to digitize and monitor the amplified
signals from the sensors on the daughter board. The main board has an analog front-end
for signal amplification. An 8-bit micro-controller controls the entire system. User-
interface includes a 16x2 matrix Liquid-crystal display, mono-tone buzzer and two micro
push-switches. The various warning alarms are setoff at different programmable RF
levels. The system runs on a multiple-window, menu driven interface. The 'User
Interface' section of the manual describes in detail the various software features.
Software has provisions for future upgrades to incorporate more features and functions.
The hardware on the prototype motherboard is built around discrete components
and broadly separated as analog front-end, digital back-end including CPU, display and
user interface and power management.
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3.3.1 Circuit overview
The block diagram of the system is shown in figure 3.5. The sensors and
multiplexer are on the daughter board. The rest of the circuit is on the main board. The
PCB is laid out to separate analog and digital circuits to reduce clock noise. One side of
the PCB has digital section comprising of micro-controller and DC-DC converters. The
other side has analog amplifier and gain stages. Intennediate ground layers in the PCB
reduces noise from digital side.
.6v
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ADC DC to DC
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram ofprototype motherboard
All the sections in the block diagram are explained in detail below.
3.3.2 Daughter board interface
The daughter board houses the RF sensor and antenna-selector switches. The
daughter board is built on a ceramic substrate with gold lines for connectivity. This
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enhances the RF performance due to superior dielectric properties and in_sulation of
ceramic, which explains the reason. to have a separate daughter board apart from the fact
that several antennae can be tested on. one motherboard. Th.e list of pins th.at interface the
daughter board to the motherboard is shown in table 3.2 with pm functions.
Pin # Pin Name Function Ir
1 5V A 5V Analog Vdd
2 Vout 0 Analog Voltage out for feed back loop
3 GND A Analog Ground
4 Vout+ Sensor output (+ve)
5 Vout- Sensor output (-ve)
6 GND A Analog Ground
7 GND D Digital Ground
8 PWMI Pulse Width Modulated stream from PIC CPU
y 5V D 5 V Digital Vdd
10 CNTRLO Digital I/O lines to CPU for controVsensing
--,-_.-
11 . CNTRLI Digital I/O lines to CPU for controVsensing
12 CNTRL2 Digital I/O lines to CPU for controVsensing
13 CNTRL3 Digital I/O lines to CPU for controVsensing
14 CNTRL4 Digital I/O lines to CPU for control/sensing
Table 3.2 Interface pins to daughter board.
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The interface pins to daughter board include power lines (both digital and analog)
and signal lines. The sensitive signal lines from the RF sensor are 'sandwiched' with a
pair of analog-ground for shielding to reduce noise. These signals are connected to the
input of the amplifier. A PWM line and an analog feedback are provided from the
controller to the daughter board. This is provided for future upgrades. These lines can be
used for closed loop control on daughter board for auto-zeroing the RF sensor or
removing ambient RF noise levels to boost the sensitivity of the selected RF spectrum.
The different MEMS antennae connected to integrated banks of thermocouple
form the thermopile sensor. Several such thermopile sensors (spectrum specific
antennae) tuned to specific bands of frequency can be housed on a daughter board. The
output of sensors are multiplexed and fed to the input of the amplifier. The controller
selects specific antenna by selecting the appropriate thermopile channel on the daughter
board.
:Analog/Digital Power
Control Signals
Sensor Signal
l.-----i--fT-...
I
Daughter Board Interface- - - - - - ~
Figure 3.6 Block diagram ofdaughter board with thermopile sensor
The block diagram of daughter board is shown in figure 3.6. The controller sets
control signals for multiplexer to select channels.
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3.3.3 Analog amplifier section
The signal from the sensor is fed to an instrumentation amplifier built with
TL4502 (Texas Instruments family of self-calibrating Operational Amplifier, See
appendix for data sheet and design). The amplifier is designed in three stages. The first
stage fonns a high input-impedance stage. The gain of this stage is 50. The second stage
merely eliminates the common mode gain of the first stage. The second stage is a unity
gain configuration with low pass filter network designed with a cut-off frequency of
100Hz.
The third stage of the amplifier is a variable gain stage. An analog MUX is used
to step the resistor network in the feedback loop of a non-inverting amplifier. The reader
is refered the appendix for circuit diagrams and design calculations. The CPU controls
the MUX and gain is automatically set depending on the input signal level to achieve
maximum resolution and range. The gain levels of the amplifier are 100, 200, 500 and
1000. The full-scale input voltage to the ADC on the controller is 5V. Table 3.3 shows
the input range at various gain stages.
Gain 100 200 500 1000
Input range 0-50mV 0-25 mV 0-lOmV 0-5mV
Table 3.3 Input ranges for dIfferent gam levels.
The plots of test results of the amplifier gain are shown in figure 3.7 a,b,c&d.
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The output offset, with zero input and a common mode voltage of 1.5V, is about
75mV at the maximum gain (1000). The equivalent input offset is 75uV. The safe
operating range of input common-mode voltage is from O.8V to 3.8V.
3.4 CPU and peripherals
The system is controlled by an 8-bit processor (PIC 16F874 from Microchip Inc.).
This high-performance RISC CPU has several integrated peripherals and VO ports. The
controller has a built in Flash program memory with in-circuit programming capability.
Besides volatile data RAM, an EEPROM data memory is also available for storing
system calibration data and settings. The peripherals on chip include a 5 channel lO-bit
ADC, two programmable PWM generators, serial commuriication ports and external
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interrupt capability. The ADCs are used to sample the output of the amplifier and battery
voltage. The PWM source and communication port are reserved for future upgrade to a
closed loop control of the daughter board sensor(s) and serial link of data to a host
computer. Further details about the controller functions are discussed in the software
section.
3.5 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) Interface
The main user interface device is a 16x2 matrix display (See appendix for data
sheet). Various system conditions and RF level outputs are displayed on the LCD. The
controller controls the display according to the real time state of the system. An 8-bit I/O
port of the controller is reserved for data/instruction to the LCD apart from three control
lines to set the bus state. The display is updated at 10Hz.
3.6 Power management
The power for the complete system is derived from an external battery pack.
Regulated 5V supply (+/- 4% regulation) is generated by solid-state integrated DC-DC
converter based on charge pumps (MAX619, chip from Maxim Integrated Products; see
appendix for data sheet.). Separate converters generate 5V supplies for the analog section
and digital sections. This reduces the noise transfer from the digital section to the
amplifier and also reduces the loading for the DC-DC converter. The safe range of input
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voltage is 2V to 3.6V. The maximum output current is 50mA. Refer to data sheet in
appendix for detailed specifications.
3.7 User Interface
The HHPM prototype board has multiple display screens generated by events or
either of buttons. The buttons are named Swl (switch 1) and Sw2 (switch2). An event of
pressing a switch for at least half a second and releasing initiates an event driven by that
switch. This is, from now on, denoted as <Sw>. For example, event of pressing and
releasing switch-l is denoted as <Swl>.
The display shows current display page and button functions. The sequence of
screens and button functions are described in detail.
3.7.1 Main Page
The main page is displayed on Power-on. This page displays the title and version
number ofthe prototype.
Main page
HHPM Ver 1_1
2) Pgm
Figure 3.8 Main page display
Figure 3.8 shows the main page. <Swl> brings up the RF power level display
page and <Sw2> will switch the device to programming mod.e.
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3.7.2 RF Level display page
This page displays the RF level as a horizontal bar graph with various alanns
active. The bottom line displays the current gain level set by the AGe (See Fig 3.9). The
full-scale voltage level is displayed on the left side and gain of amplifier is showed on the
right side.
RFLevel
Display Page
10000
G 1000
Figure 3.9 RF level display Page
<Swl> in this page will lead to the battery level display and <Sw2> will take
back to main page. Various alanns set for RF level warning are active in this page. When
the input signal exceeds the range in the current gain level, the device switches to next
gam.
Full Scale V 5mV 10mV 25mV 50mV II
Amplifier gain 1000 500 200 100
Table 3.4 Gain levels versus full scale input
Table 3.4 shows the various gain levels corresponding to full-scale voltage on the
display. The voltage step for every display increment is 1/12 of the full-scale value.
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However, the controller records amplifier signals at 10bit accuracy and alarms can be
triggered at an 8bit step size (lObit resolution is possible with software changes).
3.7.3 Battery Level Display Page
This display page shows a bar graph ofbattery voltage with in its operating range.
Present settings display voltage from 2V to 3.2V with a 0.1 V step.
Battery level Display
10000
I BattY 2> 3.2
Figure. 3.10 Battery level display page
This page can be opened by <Swl> from RF level page and changed back to RF
level page by <Sw1> and <Sw2> will take back to the main page.
The figure 3.10 shows a sample page of battery level display. With the present
settings, every matrix on the display is 0.1 V. The Low-Battery beep is triggered at 2.5V
(adjustable in software). When the battery voltage is below 2.2v, the "Low Battery"
display appears which flashes (See figure 3.11), indicating that the battery voltage is low
at an unsafe level.
Low Battery
Figure 3.11 Low-battery warning
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The Low-Battery page (Fig. 3.11) will be activated automatically from ANY page
if the battery voltage goes below a safe level
If the battery voltage to the system is greater than 3.7V (Maximum voltage
supported by on board DC-DC converter, the system will display an 'Over Voltage' page
(See figure 3.12) and normal ftmctions are not accessible until the input voltage is below
3.7V.
OverVohoge
Figure 3.12 Over voltage warning page
The over voltage page is activated from ANY page if the input exceeds maximum
voltage of 3.7V. Figure 3.13 shows the flow of events in the 'RUN' mode.
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Main page
I HHPM Ver 1.1 I <Sw2~ .( l) Pgm Mode11) Run 2) Pgm Ih 1
<Sw2~ <Swl> RF level
1/ Display Page
10000 I
1
5mv G 1000 I <Sw2>
<Swl> <Swl>
'/
Battery level Display
1'0000 I
! I Batt V 2> 3.2 I
Figure 3.13 Flow of events in RUN mode
3.7.4 Program mode
The program mode is used to change user variables of the system. These settings
will remain in memory as long as the system is powered. The next version of software
will enable the settings to remain in the built-in EEPROM data memory. The present
version allows the user to change input channel on the daughter board, turn 'off or 'on'
RF alarms. A page has bcen sctup for the 'auto-zero' mode. This is currently not active,
as it requires additional hardware on the daughter-board. The flow of events is shown in
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Fig 3.14. The function of each switch is displayed on all pages. The ''More >" option
scrolls to next setup parameter and "Exit" option brings one back to main page.
(Program Mode)
<Sw2~
I 2) ChOlIne' Set up I I 2) Exit I
I 1) t.4ore > I <Sw2~ I 1) ChMnel Up 1 I
<Sw1> <Sw1>
( Increment ChMnel 1
I 2) RFAlarm I~Sw2>
III 1) t.4ore > I 2) RF Alarm YIN I
'" I I'<Swl> 1) Exit
"
I 2) Auto lero I <Sw1> <Sw2>
( Main page l
I,
I 1) Exit I (Yo N
1<Sw2>
<Swl>
'1 Auto Zero not implemented
(Main page 1
Figure 3.14 Flow ofevents in PROGRAM mode
The channel setup selects one of four channels on the daughter. As the channel is
switched up the main board sends signals to the multiplexer on the daughter board, which
selects the corresponding antenna.
The RF level warning alanns can be turned ON or OFF with the alarm setting.
This controls all three alanns except battery level alarm that cannot be turned off.
3.8 Alanns
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The system incorporates various audio alarms to indicate different states of
warning. There are three RF level alarms and a low-battery alarm. Each of these alarms
has a distinct pattern for the ease of recognition.
3.8.1 Low-Battery alarms
15 Seconds
TIME>
I_BEEP
Figure 3.15 Low battery Alann pattern
The Low battery alann is triggered when the battery voltage falls below 2.5V.
The pattern of the alann is shown in Figure 3.15.
3.8.2 RF level alarms
There are three programmable alarm levels for sensor output voltage. The pattern
of each alann is distinct and has an increasing beep rate for each higher RF level. The
beep pattern of alarms is shown in Fig 3.16.
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].5 Seconds
I'" ~I
_TIME_>IL.-----l I-L
Alarm pattern for Level 1
1.5 Seconds
I'" ~i
TIME>
TIME> .
I_BEEP
Alarm Pattern for Level2
].5 Seconds
I'" ~I
Alarm Pattern for Level 3
Figure 3.16 RF level alarm patterns
The trigger level for each alann can be set independently in the software. This
change is not accessible to the user and needs to be changed in the source code and
reprogrammed (discussed later in this chapter). The aLanns can be turned off in the
program menu.
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3.9 Software
The entire system is run by the finnware in the micro controller. The software is
sectored into several subroutines, macros and interrupt services.
3.9.1 Main loop
On power-up, the system does a self-setup. This includes clearing internal
registers, initialize all the peripheral devices (internal and external), setup timers, and
load initial conditions and defaults for all functions and events. The main loop includes
subroutine calls. The highest level subroutines include:
• Logic and event sequencing
• ADC sampling for amplifier output at 200Hz and battery level monitoring.
• Update LCD from internal display RAM at 10Hz
• Update alarm setting to the pattern generator
• Sample user interface buttons with timed debounce.
The main flow of events in the algorithm is shown in figure 3.17. An internal
timer generates a software interrupt. The interrupt service routine sets flag bits for all
timed events in the algorithm at the required intervals. The timed events in the order of
interval are:
• 250uS for alarm tone generation
• 5mS for ADC sampling
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• lOOmS for LCD updating
• 500mS for button debounce.
• Fractions and multiples of a second for alann pattern generation.
POP working register
and PC
PUSH working register
and PC
Set flag bits for timed
events: AOC. alarm. LCD
switch debounce timing
~wer~
>Initialize internal & externlll
peripherals(timer. ADC)
>Se1up Jlorts
>Load intial conditions and
default val ues
"
Logic ond event sequencing
subroutine
Sample senSOl' amplifill!' and
Ba tteJy volta ge
Update LCD from internol display
RAM at 10Hz
Update alarm settings to
pattern generator
1
Sample userinterface
butons with debounce
Figure 3.17 Main Algorithm
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3.9.2 Logic control subroutine
The sequence of events and state of the system are decided in this subroutine.
Various display pages are called according to buttons pressed. This subroutine calls other
sub functions depending on the state of the system. The state decides the page displayed
and its associated sub functions. For example, when the RF-Ievel page is displayed,
associated sub functions activated are automatic gain control, RF warning alarms etc.
3.9.3 Automatic gain control
The dynamic range of the RF power meter is enhanced by the automatic gain
control. The controller constantly checks for the amplifier output and switches to the gain
range giving maximum resolution. In order to reduce random switching from adjacent
gain levels, when the signal level is at the point of transition, a small hysterisis window is
provided at the transition. This reduces hunting between gain stages due to random
signals and noise. Figure 3.18 shows AGe structure with hysterisis.
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Figure 3.18 Automatic Gain Control
3.10 Adjusting software parameters
Certain parameters in the software may need to be changed to suit the working
environment. The battery voltage warning levels and RF alarm levels can be changed in
,r
the software. These changes need to be reprogrammed into the controller through a
.,:
programmer connected to a computer.
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3.10.1 Changing low-battery alarm setting
There are three preset levels used in the software to compare with the sampled
battery voltage: Low battery audio warning, Low battery cutoff and over voltage. These
are hexadecimal values stored as shown in Table 3.5.
#define Lbat aIm
#define Lbat WID
#define Over v
OX80 ; 2.5 Volts (Audio warning)
OX70 ; 2.2 Volts (Visual warning)
OXBD ; 3.7 Volts (Over voltage warning)
Table 3.5 Block ofcode from line 38 through 40 in the source code.
A voltage of OV to 5V on the battery is scaled as 00 to FF (Hexadecimal). The
"Lbat aIm" sets the Low-battery alarm level. Therefore OX80 (OX denotes a hexadecimal
number) denotes 2.5V on a 0 to 5V scale. "Lbat_wm" is the lowest voltage allowed on
the battery before flashing "Low-battery" on the LCD. "Over_v" sets the maximum
voltage allowed. It is recommended that this setting remains unchanged unless the DC-
DC converter on the board is changed.
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3.10.2 Changing RF-power alarm levels
The RF alarm levels are set by two parameters for each of the three different
alarms. The setting requires the gain level and the amplified sensor voltage at that gain
level. For example, by default, the first level of alarm is set to trigger when input voltage
exceeds half of full-scale in gain 4. Gain 4 is the highest gain (1000); the full scale of
gain 4 is 5mV. Therefore half scale denotes 2.5 mY.
#define rfal_gn OX04 ;gain4 (5mV)
#define rfal lvl OX80 ;half scale 2.5 mV
#define rfal_gn OX03 ;gain (10mV) ;)
:
,
#define rfa2 lvl OX80 ;halfscale 5mV ;1
:a
#define rfa3_gn OX02 ;gain (25mV)
#define rfa3 lvl OX80 ;half scale 12.5mV
Table 3.6 RF alarm setting
'rfal--8Jl' is the gain level of the alarm 1 and 'rfalJvl' is the hexadecimal value
(OxOO to OxFF) corresponding to the full scale value in that gain level (See table 3.6).
Similarly, assigning 'rfa2_gn' and 'rfa2Jvl' with gain and hex values respectively can
set alarm 2.
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CHAPTER 4
mTEGRATEDTEMPERATURESENSOR
The recent trend in the VLSI industry is integration of the complete system on to
a single substrate, this is also known as SOC (System on Chip). This would mean one
substrate would contain the complete system from the signal source, for example, an
antenna, sensor or transducer through signal conditioning, amplification, ADC and any
required digital signal processing. This requires advanced fabrication techniques and
superior circuit design and layout, taking into consideration signal-to-noise ratio and
other critical aspects. A temperature sensor is a very common transducer used for a
number of applications and frequently used for compensation of temperature drift. There
are many designs and topologies for integrated temperature sensors based on available
resources in a fabrication process [23]. A PN junction is a commonly used device to
sense temperature because of its ready availability, ease of fabrication, consistency and
robust device characteristics. This chapter explains the efforts to design and fabricate a
low cost and linear temperature sensor based on a single PN junction [20]. Some of the
key advantages of this topology are the independence to absolute value of bias current
and the dependence on a fixed current ratio set by transistor-geometry and matching. The
accuracy issues are limited to certain time difference between sampling, thermal time
constants and settling explained in detail in this chapter.
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4.1 Principle of PN junction based temperature sensor
A PN junction exhibits temperature dependence in both forward and reverse
biased conditions. The current equation for a forward biased diode is shown in equation
(4.1). The forward thermal voltage Vt is a temperature dependent quantity (4.2).
~ =kT / q
(4.1)
(4.2)
Where ID is the forward current in the diode, Is is the reverse saturation current
and VD is the forward voltage across the diode. The thermal voltage V. is directly
proportional to the absolute temperature, where K is the Boltzmann's constant and q is
the electron charge (1.6 x 10-19 Coulomb). If the diode is maintained in forward bias by
greater than 4 Vr, Id will be much greater than Is and equation (4.1) can be approximated
as (4.3)
(4.3)
and rewritten as;
)
,..
)
f
,
~)
.
.
(4.4)
The reverse saturation current (or scale current) IS a non-linear temperature
dependent quantity [8].
(4.5)
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Equation 4.5 shows the relationship of Is with the physical parameters of the
diode, where A is the area of the junction, q is the electron charge and nj is the carrier
concentration which has a strong dependence on temperature. However, the complex
relation of diode equation with temperature can be linearized by removing the
dependence on Is. This is achieved by dual-current sampling of diode voltage explained
in the next section.
4.1.1 Switched-current linearizing.
The nonlinear Is dependence is removed by multiple sampling of the same diode
voltage, Vo, at different known values of 10 . Consider Equation (4.4) at two known
currents, IDl and 1m·
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
Equation (4.8) reveals that the reverse saturation current effects are removed from the
relation and /1Vo is linearly dependent on temperature. If the current ratio IDI /ID2 is fixed,
Ln(ID2/Io1) in the equation can be replaced by a constant 'M' resulting in (4.9). Therefore
the absolute value of the bias current is not critical as long as the ratio is preserved.
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(4.9)
The assumptions for sensor accuracy is that temperature does not change while
currents are switched and current ratio is known. These assumptions are readily achieved
as long as any applied currents (power dissipated in the diode) remain small and sampling
is done for short duration and hence, any rise in diode temperature fits to the required
sensor accuracy. The accuracy is then maintained by switching test currents 101 and ID2 at
a rate much higher than the thermal time constant of the sensor. A source of static error is
the inconsistency of current ratio which depends on transistor matching and is therefore
process dependent.
4.2 Circuit and diode Implementation
The sensor diode is implemented in an N-well. P+ and N-we1l implants form the
diode (figure 4.1). The N-well and P-substrate forms a reverse-biased diode, as shown in
figure 4.1. In order to eliminate the saturation currents across this reverse-biased stray
diode, the N-well and substrate are electrically shorted as shown in the figure. This
eliminates any potential across the stray diode and hence the reverse saturation current.
The price of this advantage is that the sensor diode becomes ground-referred (since
substrate is always at the lowest potential in the circuit), which is acceptable for this
application.
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Stray diode formed
Between well and substrate
P Substrate
Figure 4.1 Implementation of sensor diode on the substrate
The circuit consists of a bank of current mirrors to provide the switched currents.
A series of identical current mirrors are used to generate 201 and 1. The mirrors are
cascoded P-types (See figure 4.2) to maintain accuracy by higher output impedances. An
external bias sets the leg current for each of the current source. Since the absolute value
of the current does not affect the accuracy, the currents don't have to be temperature
independent as long as the diode operates in the log-linear region. A clock is used to
switch the currents between I and 201.
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When the clock selects I01(switch is off), the drop across the diodes(Yout)
corresponds to the forward drop during the first cycle and is YOJ. During next clock
cycle, when the switch is closed, NxI flows through the diode and YOU I is Y02 The ADC
samples VOl and VOl at the end each clock cycle and the difference of VOl and V D2 is the
absolute temperature dependant voltage, All parasitic components and offset of the
amplifier are a common-mode effect and will be eliminated when the difference is
computed (Equation 4.10 - 4.12)
(4.10)
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(4.11)
(4.12)
The time required for each clock state is set by the settling time of the input and
output of the amplifier. The input node settles with an RC time constant set by the diode
forward dynamic resistance and total capacitance of node (diode and amplifier input).
The output settling is much faster since the amplifier drives the ADC, which has a much
longer conversion time. This worst input time-constant is when diode current is minimum
(when only I is selected). Equation set (4.13) estimates the worst time-constant.
T = Rforward X C;nputnode
Rfonvard = Vforward / I fonmrd
R!orwnrd == 560mV /800nA =700kO
C;nputnode == 1p F
T == 700nSec
(4.13) ,'.,I.I,
The settling time for a 9-bit accurate system is shown in equation (4.14)
t =rln(2 N+1)
set
t set .= 5j.iS
(4.14)
Therefore the minimum sampling time required for each clock state is at least 5j..!S.
4.3 Self-heating Error Analysis
Self-heating of the diode during each clock cycle is a source of error for the
temperature sensor. Heating takes place when diode dissipates power during forward bias
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condition. The generated heat is forward current times the diode drop. Density of silicon
is 2.38 gm/cmJ with a specific heat capacity of 0.7 Jig K. Considering the sensor to be on
a silicon island of Imm x Imm x 0.5mm, the mass of the sensor is 1.164 mg. The rise in
temperature is as shown in equation 4.15
l!Jleat(Q) .I1T = xtlme
Mass x Specificheat (4.15)
From equation 4.13, the ffiffilmum clock period is 51lS. For worst-case
consideration, consider a period of 20llS (which includes 1 and 201 sampling). The rise in
temperature from equation 4.14 is 22n K. If the sensor makes 1000 temperature
measurements per second, rise in temperature is 22u K. and the generated heat is 18 n
Joules. Since the thermal conductivity of silicon is 1.5 W/cm K, a moderate thermally
conducted substrate will result in a temperature raise of less than 22uK if t 8n Joules is
generated every second. Therefore worst error due to self-heating is and insignificant
22uK.
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Figure 4.3 Layout of temperature sensor for AMI 1.2 micron process
4.4 Test results of fabrication
The fabricated die was bonded into a standard package for testing the components
and the sensor. Characteristic curves of the diode and current mirrors were plotted using
the semiconductor parameter analyzer (HP-4155, Hewlett Packard Semiconductor
Parameter Analyzer).
4.4.1 Diode curves
The diode was tested to determine its log linear range to determine the proper
operating values for 101 and 102. Figure 4.4 shows a representative Log-linear curve of the
diode fabricated in AMI 1.2 micron.
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Figure 4.4 Log-linear curve of the sensor diode.
The ideality of the diode is found to be 0.96 from test data. The log-linear range
accommodates a switching current ratio of 20. (1 ~A and 20~A). Hence the bias current
for the sensor is 1~A. This currents are valid for highest temperature of measurement the
test setup, which was close to 100e.
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4.4.2 Current mirror tests
The current mirror banks were tested to determine the current ratio and
breakdown voltage. The results are plotted in figure 4.5 & 4.6. The cascode mirrors were
designed for AMI 1.2 micron process, to work on lOY Vdd with maximum currents up to
I mAo The current ratio was 18.7, and the tested ratio had a -9% error. The break down
voltage is around 4.5Vand is lower than the expected 5.5V. However the test system
operated reliably and accurately at 4V.
X 10·-4
1.2 .------,----,------r------,---,.---,..---.------,
1
0.8
I (A)
0.6
456
[ Mirror ..olta~e M I
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Figure 4.5 Current mirror plot at 55JlA
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The cascode mirrors start functioning at just below 2.5V. The currents hold their linearity
until the breakdown begins at just above 4.5V. The currents begin to rise beyond
breakdown voltage and the mirror bank fails to hold the design ratio of 20.
lC 10.4
11 . .
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Mirror volta~e M
Figure 4.6 20x Current mirror plot at SSIlA
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4.3.3 Sensor tests
The complete sensor was tested for its functionality after each internal component
was individually tested. The test setup is shown in figure 4.7. The temperature test setup
was built with a thermoelectric heat pump to set operating temperatures from zero to 90
degree Celsius. The chip was thennally bonded to the thermoelectric heat pump. The
setup was insulated thermally to reduce thermal leakage and hence minimize the
temperature drift. The heat pump acts as a cooler or a heater. A PID controller maintains
the temperature in the bath to an accuracy of 0.1 degree Celsius. The feedback sensor
(calibrated thermistor) is bonded as close as possible to the heat pump to reduce thermal
time-constant and hence reduce loop delay in the PID control to reduce temperature
ripples while in close-loop control.
)
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It
Heat ppump controller
HP4155
Thermally insulated enclosure
Figure 4.7 Test setup of the temperature sensor
The HP4155 parameter analyzer was used to generate bias currents and make
measurements. A test algorithm was written and programmed HP4155 to generate I and
sample diode forward voltage and then sample diode forward voltage at 20xI while
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maintaining the sensor at constant temperature. The sensor was tested from 3 degree
Celsius to 86 degree Celsius for linearity. Figure 4.8 shows the test result of the sensor.
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Figure 4.8 Temperature sensor characteristics
A linear regression analysis was conducted to determine the error and accuracy of
the sensor. The error of the curve from the least fit curve was plotted (See figure 4.9).
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The resulting error was random with a standard deviation of 0.0727 and a maximum
value of 148J...l.V.
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Figure 4.9 Error plot from least-fit-curve analysis.
Theoretically the sensor output converges to zero at -273C or zero Kelvin. The
theoretical sensitivity for the sensor with an ideality factor of 0.96 for diode is
248/lV/degree. The measured sensitivity of the system is 27] /lV/degree with an
extrapolated offset of -3.23mV at zero Kelvin (figure 4.10). The resulting -8.5% error in
the sensitivity is due to following sources; 1) current mirror ratio, 2) accuracy of sensor
temperature by the thermoelectric heater/cooler system and 3) low sampling rate of the
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test setup. The -8.5% error in the slope (see 4.4.2) is for all practical purpose due to the
current-transfer-ratio of the mirror. The remaining error factors are not applicable in
actual application.
Measured Vs Theoretical Sensor Characteristics
~Slope271E'6
---------- .... ---------_._ .. -.....
------- ..... -----------·Theoretical Slope 248E-6
--- . -- -~.
Temperature (Degree Kelvin)
Extrapolated ~ensor off~et= -132 mV at ~ero Kelvin
Figure 4.1 0 Comparison of actual Vs theoretical sensor curve
Test data shows that the current-transfer-ratio results in a -9.5% error leaving 1%
accountable by other listed sources.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS
As explained in the introduction of this thesis, RF dosimetry has Immense
application and use in diverse fields, which has fueled the research and provided
resources for this project. The objective of thesis effort, ie, to design and build a
prototype as a step towards the integrated version, was successfully completed, tested and
demonstrated with all intended features. The device forms a platform for convenient
testing and demonstration of the micro-machined antennae on the daughter-board and is
fully portable for the field-testing. The prototype of RF dosimeter is the first step towards
a complete integrated version, which will be commercially viable. Complete or partial
integration of the system will make it more power and space efficient.
Apart from thermopile sensors, other sensor topologies, including active device
based sensors, can be considered for higher sensitivity and bandwidth. The prototype
forms an ideal platform to evaluate such sensors and make changes to accommodate them
for the future integrated versions. The diode sensor has the advantage of ease of
fabrication and less complexity and also has a greater sensitivity (270~V10 K) than a
polysilicon-alurninum thermocouple (11O~V/OK) [22].
Some of the issues to be considered for the future versions would include a better
power-supply rejection for the first stage of the amplifier. This will boost the over all
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dynamic range. The usage of discrete components is the cause for slight mismatch and
offset at the output of the amplifier. These problems can be solved in the integrated
version, which will have better amplifier characteristics.
The future work on RF dosimeter must work to reduce the power consumption of
the system by the use of efficient analog components and processor. The SNR of the
system and hence the sensitivity will be enhanced by better sensors and low-noise
integrated amplifiers. The integrated version will also lower the dependence on DC-DC
converter since the devices can be rated at lower voltages, thereby reducing the number
of cells required in the battery.
The software is designed anticipating future modifications and additional features.
These features include the ability to interface with a host computer and accommodate the
protocols for data transfer and also download instructions from the computer to configure
the dosimeter. This will reduce hardware adjustments and tuning of dosimeter, instead, a
graphical-user-interface based application on a host computer would setup and configure
a dosimeter specific to a field application or sensor in a user-friendly fashion. The present
version has built in hardware for an RS232 interface and only requires a standard level-
shifter/buffer IC for interface with Pc. An onboard non-volatile memory is needed to
store the sampled data in the future versions. The present version has limited EEPROM
memory and has capability to interface to serial PROM, which may be of future value.
A complete hardware prototype of RF dosimeter was built on a multi-layered
PCB with all sections tested to function as designed. All the goals intended for the
prototype of the RF dosimeter were met according to specifications and successfully
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tested and demonstrated. This design and test phase towards the future integrated version
of dosimeter has been a complete success.
The temperature sensor, investigated in this thesis, showed excellent results. The
measured accuracy is 2711lV10 K and the theoretical accuracy is calculated to be
2481lV10 K. There is a 9% slope error in the characteristic curve of the sensor with the
theoretical model. This error is predominantly due to mismatch in the current mirror
ban1e A source of dynamic error (resulting from finite A) results in lower-than-expected
output impedance of the cascode mirrors. This results in drain voltage modulation of the
mirrored current and hence error in the current ratio. Achieving better mirror accuracy
and useing better fabrication process and design can minimize these errors. Higher
power-supply rejection ratio is desirable to make the sensor immune to variations in the
supply voltage and RF injection. The delay between current sampling in the test setup is
not an issue for actual application. The overall performance of the integrated temperature
sensor is satisfactory and can find a variety of valuable applications as an absolute
temperature sensor in portahle devices, transducers in medical implants, substrate
temperature measurements etc.
Future work will involve the development of a two-chip system for the dosimeter
architecture, the first being the multiple sensor and the second being the analog
conditioning with signal acquisition and controller.
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APPENDIX A
DOSIMETER CIRCUITS AND DESIGN
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AMPLIFIER DESIGN
The analog front-end amplifier is a three-stage configuration. First stage is a high
input-impedance instrumentation amplifier. Second stage is differential buffer with a low
pass filter at 100Hz. Final stage is a variable gain stage. The gain steps are discrete,
which are digitally controlled by the micro-controller. All stages are built around
TLC4502 (Texas Instruments Low-offset operational amplifier series)
Stage 1: Instrumentation Amplifier.
R9 = RIO = 10k
R8=lK
Gain =1+2R9/ R8 = 21
Stage 2: Buffer with Low pass filter for 100Hz
Rll = R12 = R13 =R14 = 5.6k
C14 = C16 = O.3}lF
Gain = R13 / Rli = I
I
())fil' =-- = 94.7Hz
I ~r 271RC
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Stage 3: Variable gain amplifier
Rtotal = RI7 + R18 +R19 + R20 +R21 = 20K
Gain = RTolol I RSelecled
RSelected MUX input (Binary) Amplifier Gain
10K 00 2
5K 01 4
2K 10 10
lK 11 20
Total amplifier gain = Gainstagel * Gainstage2 * Gainstage3
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